
 

 

 

PRODUCT LIST 2023 
Contact us for prices and the terms of the order. 

 

 

   
 

 
Dimensions: 11 x 11 x 38h cm (1 bottle), 20 x 10 x 38h cm (2 bottles), 28 x 10 x 38h cm (3 bottles) 
Any desired dimension can be manufactured for a fee of the corresponding matrix 

Type of boxes: assembled. 

Paper: E-flute 1.2 - 15 mm brown/brown or white/brown (outside/inside) 

Printing: available without printing but also with printing up to 2 colors covering up to 30% of the surface. 

Plate cost: € 60,00/color (for printed boxes, charged only the first time). 

Minimum order quantity: 400 pcs/dimension for unprinted boxes and 600 pcs/dimension for printed ones. 

 

Prices for unprinted boxes: 

Quantity  
(pieces) 

Box for  
ONE bottle 

(€/pcs.) 

Box for  
TWO bottles 

(€/pcs.) 

Box for  
THREE bottles 

(€/pcs.) 

400    

600    

1.000    

2.000    

 

Prices for branded boxes: 

FLEXO PRINT: We add € 0.08/color to the prices in the table below (printing up to 2 colors). 
If the box is white on the outside, the markup on the table values is 15%. 
OFFSET PRINT for luxury boxes: with offset printing and lamination, with a minimum quantity of 1.000 pieces.  
Contact us for prices. 
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CASE for 6 wine bottles, with dividers 
 

 
 
Dimension: 55 x 35 x 9.5h cm (6 bottles) 
Type: assembled box. 
Paper: B-flute 2.5 – 3.0 mm brown/brown (outside/inside) 
Minimum order quantity: 400 pcs/dimension for unprinted case and 600 pcs/dimension for printed. 

Cost of unprinted case: €  
Cost of dividers: €  

Printed case: we add to the above price, €0.08/color for the first color and €0.06 for the second. (up to 40% surface 
coverage on lid) 

 
 
 

GENERAL COMMENTS ON ORDERING 
 

READY-MADE BAGS 

Ready-made boxes do not always have to be available, as their quantity is finite and can clearly be depleted so that it 

takes some time to rebuild. 

For all boxes the quantity deviation up to + - 5% and the dimension deviation up to + - 3mm apply. 

 
ORDER COMPLETION - DELIVERY OF GOODS 
Available items are delivered within seven business days. Unavailable items are delivered within 2 weeks. 
The completion time for the printed bags-envelopes is 4 weeks. 
 

PRINTING ARCHIVE (in case of printing) 

This must be a .ai, .eps, .psd, .cdr or .pdf file exported from Illustration, Corel or Photoshop, InDesign, etc. 

 

PAYMENT WAY 

For the printed boxes, 50% of the amount is prepaid and the remaining 50% is paid upon completion and before the 

delivery of the goods. 

For unbranded boxes, 100% of the amount is prepaid, based on a proforma-invoice, upon assignment of the order. 

 

TRANSPORTATION  

The prices are EXW Thessaloniki Greece or Sofia Bulgaria. 
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